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C's/Hawks: Live from the TD Garden

LIVE FROM THE GARDEN

FOURTH QUARTER ROUNDUP

By A. Sherrod Blakely
 
The knee-jerk reaction following Monday's 102-96 loss is to point to the injuries and Doc Rivers' ejection in the third quarter for why the Celtics lost to the Hawks tonight.

I'm not buying it.

Even with the bodies not available, Boston still should have had enough to finish off a good, but far-from-flawless Atlanta team in their own building.

When short-handed, you have to adapt.

It's that simple.

Boston didn't have the ability to stretch the defense with Rasheed Wallace (sore left foot) out, but they didn't exactly try and pound it inside, either.

And when they did, Kendrick Perkins kept turning the ball over. And when they didn't get it into Perk, they looked to score from the outside which was useless because Atlanta's perimeter
defenders were all longer, more athletic which made open shots damn near impossible to come by.

So what does this all mean?

For Atlanta, it's yet another sign of validation that those who don't talk about them among the best teams in the East, are missing the boat entirely.

And for Boston, it's yet another indicator that they're going to have their hands full getting out of the Eastern Conference this season.

So go ahead and use injuries to explain away this loss.

When you talk to the players, they're not trying to buy that.

And you know what?

You shouldn't either.
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THIRD QUARTER NOTES

With 6:30 left in the third, it looked like the Celtics might runaway with one of their biggest wins of the year, that is, until the NBA’s pesky little referee problem reared its ugly head.

Boston was up 67-57 when Glen Davis was called for a questionable flagrant foul on Marvin Wiliams. Doc Rivers blew up and drew two techs and an ejection from Bennett Salvatore.
Assistant coach Armond Hill joined the party with a tech of his own.  Suddenly, we had a game on our hands, which is what we’ve got going into the fourth.

With 12 minutes to play, it’s Boston 80, Atlanta 77

HALFTIME NOTES

Boston kept the good times rolling in the second quarter. They’re now shooting 59 percent after one half, compared to 38 percent for Atlanta, and that’s entirely indicative in the score.
After two, it’s Celtics 55, Hawks 46.

Scal vs. Smith, again: On paper it was the big mismatch of the night, and thus far, it has been… just not how we imagined. After two, Scal has nine points, on 3 for 4 shooting.
Meanwhile, Smith is 2-6 from the field, and has looked overall overwhelmed by Scal’s D.

The Truth Hurts: Maybe it’s a matter of still finding confidence in that right knee, or maybe it’s the fact that Doc’s played Pierce at a disturbing right since the Captain returned to the
line-up, but whatever it is, Pierce looked a little out of it to start the second—evidence by a pair of ugly turnovers, and the fact that Marvin Williams was taking him to school on the
offensive end. Doc noticed as well, and took Pierce out of the game after only two minutes.  With four minutes left in the half, a rested Pierce came back in, and almost immediately scored
on a driving lay-up form the left side. Two minutes later, a refreshed Pierce drained two more threes.

Jumbo Moment: It’s possible that the highlight of the second quarter didn’t come on the court, but instead in the stands, during a time-out. After a big missed call on Rajon Rondo—
where he was essentially thrown into the stands, but instead, the ref called him out of bounds—one Celtics fan used his 15 seconds of fame on the Jumbotron to take the refs to task.
“That last call was awful!!” he yelled. Leading to a solid ovation from his fellow fans.

Maybe 15 feet is too close?: The C’s have shot 67 percent (8-12) from three-point land so far, but only 50 percent (3-6) from the foul line. Something tells me Doc won't be complaining
about those free throws, though

FIRST QUARTER NOTES

Before the game, in the locker room, the Atlanta Hawks were talking about how even without KG, the Celtics were a force to be reckoned with. The reason? Rasheed Wallace. So with
Wallace’s late scratch, you can be sure that Atlanta gained a little extra hop in their step… that is, until the tip. Playing without Sheed and KG, the C’s came out inspired on both ends, and
hold a 31-21 lead after one quarter.

Here are a few other notes from the opening 12 minutes.

Scal Steps Up the D: Scal’s last minute starting nod put him into a precarious match-up with super athletic swingman Josh Smith. But to everyone’s surprise—most notably, I’m sure,
Smith’s—Scal’s held his own. Holding J-Smoove to 0-3 from the fieldover 10 minutes of play.

Everyone Else Steps Up the D, too: The Hawks shot a freezing cold 35 percent from the field in the opening quarter. A lot of that credit goes to the C’s for some serious team
defense. But let’s not take Atlanta off the Hawk. They couldn’t hit the broad side of Big Baby in the opener.

Zaza being Zaza: It’s not a Hawks/C’s game if Zaza Pachulia isn’t stirring up trouble. He raked Kendrick Perkins across the mouth for a flagrant one foul. Perk was noticeably pissed, and
if not for Rajon Rondo stepping in to pull Perk away, it could have got ugly. 
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Hot from three: One way to overcome the absence of two seven-footers? Shoot the lights out. The C’s were 4-5 from three in the first. 

By A. Sherrod Blakely and Rich Levine

Celtics officials just informed the media that Rasheed Wallace is out for tonight's game with a sore left foot. It is unclear if the injury will require the 6-foot-11 big man to miss any additional
games. Brian Scalabrine got the start.

The news comes minutes after Celtics head coach Doc Rivers said that he expects Kevin Garnett back in "about 10 days." He said that it could be anywhere from 10 days to two weeks,
but is more certain about that estimation than the last time he threw out the "about 10 days" time table.

Rivers said that Garnett worked out on the bike this afternoon, and felt pretty good afterward. He's gone out of his way to keep all his weight off the knee during his time out of the line-
up.

Pre-Game Activity

By: Rich Levine

Welcome to the TD Garden, everyone! 

About an hour an a half before game time, and there was a little bit of action at the Celtics hoop. 

* First, Marquise Daniels went through some pretty rigorous conditioning drills on the sidelines. A lot of sprinting, jumping, etc… and he looks in pretty good shape. The C's are hoping to
have the reserve swingman back sometime before the All-Star break. When 'Quis does return, you can be sure Paul Pierce's knees will thank him.  

* While Shelden Williams and Tony Allen worked from the foul line, Brian Scalabrine was on the other end doing what he enjoys best… talking hoops. Tonight's pre-game target was Hawks
assistant coach Larry Drew, who stood back as Scal posted up an imaginary defender and dropped all sorts of NBA knowledge.

* Lastly, Kendrick Perkins was through a pretty significant low post work out with C's assistant Tom Thibodeau. Work had a full blown sweat going on, as Tibs fed the big man entry pass
after entry pass. Perk pulled out his full array of moves—righty hook, left hook, jump steps, power dribbles, and when he got close enough, would finish off each move with a thunderous
dunk. An undoubtedly inspired work out for a man who's about to exchange blows with Al Horford for 30+ minutes.

That's all for now. A. Sherrod Blakely and I will be back before tip off, and then with updates throughout the game.
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